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 ABSTRACT 

 
 

This study aimed at exploring Demand of Swedish Tourists towards Ethiopian tourist 

destinations. The author has tried his level best in identifying the demands discrepancies of 

Swedish tourists’ preferences if they are offered a visit tours as same time by Ethiopian 

Tourism Sector and others African countries namely; Tanzanian, Egyptian, South African and 

Kenyan Tourism Authority. In caring out this study, both qualitative and quantitative research 

method is being used and the most important data is sourced by primary data collecting method 

using interviews, Surveys, and by secondary data utilizing literatures collected from books, 

Journals, Past researches and Electronic websites. The author also used strategic sampling 

technique whereby ample potential feedbacks could be gathered from Seven Tours Companies, 

Five African Embassies and Twenty Five active Swedish Tourists in Stockholm. 

On the basis of the analysis of the data which was collected during the interview and surveys, 

the study revealed that majority of Swedish tourists have little demand on Ethiopian Tourism 

supply(offers) due to the following reasons; 

1. Swedish tourists are dominantly more fascinated by Adventure, Safari and Beach types of 

trips than cultural and Historical Tours. These interests have leaded them to look for few 

African countries which have rich sources of Adventure, safari and Beach trips.  

2. Even though there are few Swedish visitors who are interested in culture and history, they 

need to get at least one combination from Safari, Beach or Adventure trips. But unlike the 

rest of others four African Tourist destination countries stated on the above paragraph, 

the Swedish tourists believe that these combinations are not available in Ethiopian 

Tourism offers as they thought that Ethiopia is only known by its cultural and Historical 

Tourism offers.  

3. Tour and travel companies, who are running the major Swedish tourists flow to Africa, 

have very little information and practical experiences on Ethiopian tourism supply. Due 

to these reasons the information that they knew about Ethiopia and its tourism sites is not 

coincide with the Ethiopian Tourism potential in reality. 

4.  Moreover the poor marketing operation of Ethiopian Tourism Authority and its delegates 

in advertizing and clarifying the above irregularities which are raised by both the tourists 

and the tour and travel companies. These and others attributed for the failure of Ethiopian 

tourism Authority to welcome as many Swedish tourists as possible. 
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1. CHAPTER ONE 

1.1 Background, 

    Tourism is defined scientifically as ― the sum of the phenomena and relationships arising from 

interaction among tourist, business suppliers, host governments, host communities, origin 

government, Universities, Community colleges, Nongovernmental organization in  the process of 

attracting , transporting, hosting, managing the tourists and others Visitors (Mckercher, 1995).‖ 

and ―Tourists are people who travel to and stay in places outside their environment for more than 

twenty-four hours and but not more than one consecutive year for leisure, business and others 

purpose but not related to the exercise of an activity remunerated from within the place visited‖ 

(WTO, 2009a).  Holloway also defined Tourist as someone who travels to see something different 

and then complain when things are not the same (Holloway, 1994). It is one of the largest income 

generating Business sectors which contributes multidirectional benefits for a country’s economic 

development. Tourism has both direct and indirect impacts through enhancing the total economic 

growth of the country. Now a day, Tourism sector is getting attention by developing countries 

since it is becoming a backup for their economy stability with the fact that their economic 

background mainly depends on exporting Agricultural products which has little contribution for 

earning hard currency (Usman A.Raheem, 2008).  

    Now a day’s , many developing countries are striving to make use of the benefits of Tourism 

sector with the fact that  World Tourism Organization (WTO) encourages them through providing 

technical and professional supports. World Tourism organization (WTO) is a specialized tourism 

agency of the United Nations which always prepares and issues the world tourism market trends to 

potential Tourism destinations so as to support the efficiency of WTO members’ countries in 

assessing the contemporary tourism market trends situations. WTO is a leading international 

organization serving its members in facilitating forums (seminars) on tourism policy and its 

practicability. Besides this technical and professional assistance, it usually provides financial 

assistance for maintaining World Heritage sites which are believed to be seen in dangerous 

situation (WTO, 2009b). 

1.2   Economical, social and Environmental Benefits of Tourism  

     Services in general and tourism in particular are increasingly viewed as the best opportunities and 

the most viable options for the sustainable economic social and environmental developments of 

the least developed countries (Dawid, 2001). If tourism is properly incorporated in to development 

strategies, the tourism sector can be a corner stone of new productive systems aimed at eradicating 
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poverty. The main intention of tourist destination is to maximize the economic, socio cultural and 

environmental benefits and minimizing Drawbacks associated with Tourism. To accomplish these 

objectives, the destination manager should understand the potential positive and negative impacts 

of tourism. There are many reasons why Tourism is seen as a vital tool for tourist destination 

countries in economic, socio culture and environment streams; 

1.2.1 Economic Benefits of Tourism 

A. Tourism role in creating new Job 

                 It is labor intensive where it doesn’t incur huge expense for labor operation as compared to others 

sectors, It provides a wide range of different employment opportunities since it has plenty work 

opportunities from Skilled to the unskilled individuals level. It contributes to a wide geographical 

spread of employment opportunity as it is not only restricted on the main centers (Capital cities or 

Big regional cities) rather it also applied in rural areas where the attraction sites are located, It 

employees more women and young people than other industries, It Creates opportunities for many 

small entrepreneurs and for the development of a wide range of small scale Business which do 

have interrelated business through which they can produce or fabricated products for tourist 

Demands (Dawid, 2001). 

B. Tourism role in promoting Export 

When this study claim that tourism has a power in promoting export , it is to mean that it earns  

foreign exchange ( Hard Currency)  which is so vital for the development of the tourist destination 

countries. In the case of tourism, the customer visits the country to consume the product. The 

problem of market access which usually happens in so many of the other products does not exist 

here in tourism as it hardly encountered problems that other export industries are experienced. 

More over it is free from any tariff or quota barriers due to the fact that the consumers are meant 

to be there personally. 

C. Tourism role in curtaining government capital Budget  

As any of other industrial sectors, tourism sector also requires capital-financial investment and 

human capital.  But it cost less comparing to others as many of the fixed assets of tourism are 

natural. For instance, the presences of natural wild life, beaches and mountains in a country by 

much reduced its capital assets cost unlike others industries .There was a time when a country was 

regarded as rich if it had a Gold mine or possessed other raw materials only. This perception is no 

longer valid right now. The value of a country’s includes culture, art, music, wildlife and others 

which represent enormous capital assets for the tourism sector .Therefore, poor countries such as; 

Ethiopia, Kenya, South Africa, Tanzania and Egypt, have natural Tourism capital assets without 
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incurring any fixed capital cost. Accordingly, this would also be taken as great advantage as other 

sectors are not beneficial with such concern. 

D. Tourism role in promoting backward integration  

  Tourism is much more diversified industry than any other industry and has numerous linkages 

with others economic activities (Dawid, 2001). One of the reasons why tourism is often 

misunderstood related with the nature of tourism activities .The economic contribution of tourism 

does not consist out of few big transactions rather it comes out from a chain of series of many 

small transactions. For example, a bread roll and a cup of coffee, a post card, a bus ride, a T-shirt 

and the entrance fee at museum are all part of tourism spending, that is actually over the spending 

costs on accommodation, food, transport etc. However, in spite of its all diversified benefits, the 

many links of this chain are not always visible neither the sectors which are benefited from it, such 

as agriculture, printing, closing, Beverage nor service sectors such as Hotels, gallery shops, 

Museum and others. 

1.2.2  Social Benefits of Tourism  

Tourism in general has three broad socio cultural advantages. These are the promotion of cross-

cultural understanding, the incentive value of tourism in preserving the local culture and heritage 

and the fostering of social stability; 

A. Promotion of cross cultural understanding, 

When individuals have had only very limited or no contact at all with a particular culture, they 

commonly hold broad behavioral generalization about that culture and its members. This may lead 

them in experiencing negative and in accurate guidelines that indicate what can be expected when 

encountering members of that culture (David Weaver, 2002). It is exactly the same if one 

foreigner feels that Swedish people are intolerant without experiencing their actual behavior. But 

if this person has got an opportunity to come over Sweden for visiting, he will change his attitudes 

about Swedish citizens as they are living with great endurance. 

B. Tourism Incentive in preserving culture and Heritage  

Tourism advocators believe that tourism stimulates the preservation or restoration of historical 

buildings and vacation sites. This could be occurred directly through the collection of entrance 

fees and donation as well as through the allocation of general tourism revenue to preservation or 

restoration efforts. When such activities are taken in to consideration, WTO takes its first role on 

the mission of preservation cultural and Historical heritages. 
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C.   Tourism role in fostering social wellbeing and stability 

In a place where there are well-feed, wealthy people and all other things are being equal 

(Scandinavian countries), they are usually less likely to initiate social unrest or political 

disturbance. Where as in a country where there are many poor and few reach peoples for instance 

most African Countries, crimes, political unrest , poverty and disease are been take as the 

reflections of the  country in the international medias. However tourism by creating jobs and 

generating new personal disposable income, it promotes the level of economic development 

encouraging to increase social well being and stability. On the other hand Tourism also moderates 

the action of oppressive government’s action to their citizen. In this case we can take two practical 

examples which have happened both in China and Malaysia. Initially these countries governments 

were more autocratic and do not allowed the free movement of opposition party and Protestors but 

meanwhile the presence of tourists softening the Malaysian government actions against opposition 

protesters and Chinese government action on the Tibetan protesters (David Weaver, 2002) 

1.2.3  Environmental Benefits of Tourism   

The environmental Benefits of Tourism is broadly comprises with two benefits which are  

incentive to protect and enhance the environmental assets of the destination and creating good 

opportunity to maintain ecotourism (unspoiled environment) where wild animals are also 

preserved well. But still there are environmental costs in operating Tourism Marketing. Thus the 

tourist host countries should come over on the net value of its opportunity cost and decide whether 

they are beneficiary from it or not. Therefore, although tourism has the above benefits for both 

least developed and developed countries, it has also potential drawbacks for the country. Among 

all its drawbacks few are described here below;  

1.3 Economical, social and Environmental Drawbacks of Tourism 

As the size and scope of the global tourism continued to increase through the late 1960s and 

1970s, evidence began to show that the economic impacts of the sector were not necessarily all 

positive. In response to these evidences different warning thought comes out which argued that the 

economic, social, cultural and environmental costs of unregulated tourism may outweigh its 

benefits. This idea gave an indication for the destination countries to enable them see the 

outcomes of tourism and take necessary actions. 

1.3.1  Economic Drawbacks of Tourism  
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 A. Direct finical costs; 

These costs are necessarily incurred by the public sector to generate and sustain the flow of 

tourism. Mainly it includes the operating expense such as advertizing, promotion and publicity, 

salary and wages costs. From this observation tourism sectors has a tendency in scrambling the 

annual budget of the country (David Weaver, 2002). 

 B. Indirect financial costs 

These costs are not directly interrelated with the advertizing, promotion and wage salary of labors 

rather it includes costs like; Imported current goods and services that are required by tourists or 

tourist sector ( Petrol and food), imported capital goods and services required by tourist industry 

(Furnishing and taxis), imports for government expenditure (airport, road and port equipments), 

induced imports for domestic producers who supply the tourist industry (fertilizer to grow the food 

consumed by tourists (English,1986) . 

 C.  Fluctuations in Tourist intake, 

Tourism is an activity which is frequently at the opposite end of others industries experiences 

being highly exposed in some manifestations such as changes in weather, fashion and socio 

political condition (David Weaver, 2002). The first reason which creates fluctuation in tourists’ 

intake is uncertainty of demand. In tourism, consumers (tourists) are supposed to travel to the 

place of production (destination) where as in others industries, products travel from the place of 

production to the homes of consumers. Secondly, supply side disruptions within the destination, 

such as political uncertainty or disruption of infrastructure has a major influence in visitor’s 

intakes number.  

D. Competition with others sectors, 

In some case, Tourism has competitive rather than a complimentary relationship between tourism 

and others sectors in the local economy. Because the tourism induced food imports may displace 

local production if the scales of economies of the exporter is cheaper and has better quality 

product than locally produced products. The reason is Tourism has a tendency to divert labor from 

agriculture Sectors, which tends to offer lower wages; more difficult working conditions and 

fewer opportunities for employees’ advancement (Bryden, 1973). Besides this, Tourism may 

marginalize agriculture, as it is more competitive for land usage.  For instance, a golf course 

(resort hotel) represents huge agricultural land than what sugarcane plantation takes. Thus before 
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the implementation of Tourism project , its opportunity cost of using tourisms in related to some 

others activity should be taken in to consideration. 

E. Employment problems 

It is noted that Tourism is an efficient sector in generating direct jobs opportunities; however the 

nature of this employment may not always be advantageous to the healthy economic growth of the 

destination (Bull, 1995). Essential wages in the tourism sector tend to be low in comparison to 

others sectors (although agriculture in many cases is an exceptional).This mostly happen as this 

sector income is seasonal and lost confidence of many professional experts with high salary. In 

return such kind of insecurity may discourage people to join this institution or to stay in for long 

period of time.  

1.3.2 Socio Cultural Drawbacks of Tourism; 

Though tourism has provided a lot of benefits on socio cultures and others streams as it is 

described above, it is very essential to recognized that it has potential Drawbacks by creating 

social and cultural influences in the tourist destination. This is especially true if those destinations 

are located in least developed countries. Among many of its social and cultural drawbacks few are 

written below as follows;  

A.  Tourism role in Commodification  

The gradual commoditization of a destinations culture or its conversion in to a commodity in 

response to a perceived or actual demand of the tourist market is a major negative socio cultural 

impact associated with Tourism (Greenwood, 1989). The problems occur when the inherent 

qualities and meanings of cultural artifacts and performances become less important than the goal 

of earning revenue from their reproduction. When this happens, the culture may be modified in 

accordance with the demand of the tourists markets. And at the end of a day, the residents of the 

tourist destination may lose their identity and felt on complexity.  

                                              

B. Tourism roles in Prostitution,  

It is certain that prostitution is well established as either a formal or informal business sector in 

some destinations as a result of tourist demand. This is a familiar action on the beaches of the 

Caribbean and different parts of African destinations. The sex industry is a very large  and well 

established component of tourism in some European cities like Amsterdam and Hamburg, in south 
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east Asian Destinations such as Thailand and the Philippines and with in some areas of Australia 

and New Zealand. However though sex tourism is not condemned in such developed countries as 

a cost, it very critical when African beaches are considered since it aggravated spread of HIV 

AIDS (David Weaver, 2002). 

C.  Tourism role in Crime  

The growth of tourism is often associated with increases in the level of certain types of crime 

(Pizam, 1998). For example, the tourism –intensive surfers’ paradise neighborhood of the Gold 

Coast, records significantly higher levels of criminal activity than adjacent border (Prideaux, 

1996). Given this evidence, it is possible to conclude that the growth in tourism is causing the 

growth in illegal behavior. Apart from this tourism growth usually accompanied by growth in the 

resident population so that the actual number of crimes might be increased in rates.  

1.3.3 Environmental Drawbacks of Tourism, 

In the late 1970 the organization for economic cooperation and development (OECD 1980) 

formulated a simple environmental impact sequence that models the environmental impacts 

associated with tourism, these are; Permanent environmental restructuring, generation of waste 

residuals, tourist activities , indirect and induced activities (David Weaver, 2002). 

A.  Permanent environmental restructuring may include directly tourism-related environmental 

alterations that are intended to be permanent.  These include construction of accommodation, 

parks, as well as tourist golf courses, airports, new resort hotel. These all creates pressure over the 

following environmental ecology; that are Permanent environmental restructuring, Clearance of 

existing natural vegetation, Selective introduction of exotic (foreign) plants, leveling of terrain, 

Sand mining on local beaches. 

B.  Generation of waste residuals also includes Generation of sewage, Production of garbage, 

Atmospheric emission from aircraft, Air craft noise. Tourist activities also include the major 

stressor activities such as walking on coral reefs, trampling on hiking paths, littering, and 

disruption of wildlife behavior, Pedestrian or vehicular traffic congestion (French, 1997). Indirect 

activities includes  Road improvements or airport expansions that occur because of tourism are 

example of indirect permanent environmental restructuring while induced activities include the 

construction of houses for people who have moved in to that area to work in the tourist sector. 

Even though tourism has such drawbacks, developing countries for instance Ethiopia can 

marginalize its advantages by implementing appropriate strategies to minimize the prospective 
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costs of such drawbacks. These drawbacks are inseparable, the decision of joining in to tourism 

market should ultimately decide based on the net gain theory of opportunity cost. So far, the 

author described what tourism means, its merits and demerits.  

1.4      Global Tourism market Trends  

International Tourism demand has deteriorated further due to the impact of the global economic 

recession. Preliminary UNWTO figures for the first months of 2009 indicate that a continuation of 

the negative growth already experienced in the second half of 2008. Destinations, all around the 

world have suffered from a decrease in demand in major sources markets .With the exception of 

Africa , central and southern America who all posted positive result in range of 3-5%, Northern, 

Southern and Mediterranean Europe , North- East Asia , south Asia  and the middle east are 

among the most affected sub regions.  Many countries are already developing stimulus measures 

to alleviate the effects of the economic crises on tourism, realizing that this sector can be a key 

driver of economic recovery (WTO, 2009c). Some Destinations are reducing taxes and improving 

travel facilitation, recognizing that it is now crucial to remove obstacles from tourism, especially 

taxation and over regulation 

Tourism 2020 vision is the world tourism organization’s long-term forecast assessment of the 

development of tourism up to the coming 12 years. An essential outcome of the tourism 2020 

vision is quantitative forecasts covering fifteen years period taking 2005 as the base year and 

forecasts for 2010 and 2020. Although the evolution of tourism in the last few years has been 

irregular, UNWTO maintains its long term forecasts as it is shown below in figure 1; 

 

 Figure 1, world tourism organization’s long-term tourism forecast assessment (WTO, 2009c) 
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As it is shown in the above figure1, it is clear that the majority of tourists’ demand goes to Europe 

in the first rank while Americas & East Asia tourist destinations are listed in second and third rank 

respectively. The above result will let us to deal with many issues which attributes for the failure 

of African tourism (see Table -1); 

 

 

Table-1, world tourism organization’s long-term tourism forecast assessment 16(WTO, 2009c) 

Based on the above 2020 WTO Tourism projection, international tourist arrivals will reach on 1.6 

billion tourist at the end of the 2020. Out of this amount 717 million tourists are expected to visit 

Europe while East Asia & pacific and Americas get 397 and 282 international tourist arrivals 

respectively. However, Africa, Middle East and South Asia will receive small number of tourists. 

Looking on the above WTO tourism market forecast, few numbers of international tourists are 

supposed to visit Africa then. Thus, it needs a great challenge to attract them computing with 

others non African tourist destination countries. Accordingly, the global of scrambling tourist with 

in regions has put pressure on African tourist destination countries. 

1.5      African Tourism Market Trends 

Even though there is little progress in Africa tourism development, the major tourism income has 

been seen gone to Northern and Southern African countries. Eastern Africa is getting little receipts 

from both Intraregional and interregional tourism. As per the 2006 international tourists’ arrival 

statistics of Africa, North African and South African countries were the most preferably visited 

destinations ahead of others regions (Eastern, central and western Africa). Few literatures have 

shown us that Northern African countries are getting tourists demand as its geographical location 

is nearby Europe and Middle East. In the contrary, others argued that Geographical proximity by 

itself alone could not be taken as the sole factor for tourism success in Northern African  countries  
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as South Africa is seen as a second preferred African tourists’ destination region ahead of Central, 

Western and Eastern African countries. Consequently, such occasions may lead us to explore the 

unique merits that these countries have possessed to attract international tourists or the demand of 

the targeted customer preferences prescribed here as a sample. 

1.8   Eastern African Tourism Market Trends 

   The little progress of African tourism is attributed by various factors. However, despite its 

positive growth in world tourism market share, it is growing unevenly across different 

destinations. The countries performances in terms of both Tourism Arrival and receipts using 

country level of UNWTO, the spatial patterns of international tourism arrivals across African 

countries for the period of 1995 and 2005 is distributed unevenly (Annexes 5 and 6). From these 

maps, three observations can be taken. In the first instance, African tourism market is dominated 

by four countries namely Egypt, South Africa, Tunisia and Morocco followed by the second 

ranked destinations such as Kenya, Zimbabwe, Botswana, Nigeria, Mauritius, Senegal and 

Swaziland. Secondly, the map described that international tourism flows are extremely small in 

many countries especially across West African destinations. Thirdly, despite there is progress of 

international tourist arrival in eastern Africa, Ethiopia, as a tourist destination possessed only little 

tourists’ number as compared to others east African countries. The argument here is the variation 

of tourists’ flows among tourist destinations is mainly influenced by various factors. Apart from 

African poor international tourist market share of the last fifteen years trends, the tourists  flows 

towards African countries was dominated by few Northern and Southern Africa region countries( 

see table -2) 

Regions  International tourist Arrivals 

(million) 

International tourist receipts  

(billion) 

South Africa 12, $ 9 

North Africa 15  $ 9 

East Africa  9 $ 5 

West Africa 4 $ 2 

Central Africa 0.7 $ 0.3 

Total  40.7 $ 25.3 

Table -2, International tourists’ arrivals and receipts statistics of year 2006 (WTO, 2007) 

 

   Based on the world Tourism organization 2007 statistics, Forty six percent of African tourists’ 

demands come from Europe, to describe this figure in further representation; from this ratio 
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Northern European countries holds first rank in sending tourists to Africa. The African overall 

tourism market share is dominated by Northern and Southern Africa countries where as western 

and eastern African countries are still lagging behind. The main purpose of this study is not to 

focus on the issue why eastern African tourism market is gone down, but it is more concerned on 

the issue that why Ethiopian tourism market share goes down unlike other African countries such 

as Kenya and Tanzania and Egypt and South Africa (see table -3) 

 1995 2000 2005 

Five African countries name Five African Countries name Five African Countries name 

T Egy S K Eth T Egy S K Eth T Egy S K Eth 

International  

Tourists 

Arrivals(1000) 

285 2871 4488 896 103 459 5116 5872 899 136 590 8244 7369 1536 227 

International 

Tourism 

receipts($,mill

ion) 

502 2684 2125 486 16 377 4345 2675 283 57 824 6851 7327 579 168 

Table -3, Tourism Benefit comparison of the above four countries for three consecutive periods of 

1995, 2000 and 2005, (WTO, 2007)   

 Keys: - T- (Tanzania),    Egy- (Egypt)   S-(South African)     K- (Kenya)         Eth-(Ethiopia) 

 

Table 3 could be taken as witness to show how Ethiopia is not successfully in joining African 

Tourism market share. This is not the only figure to describe the weak status of Ethiopian Tourism 

market share rather there are plenty information which are going to be illustrated in the upcoming 

chapters. For instance in 2006, Ethiopia compared with other African countries, the international 

tourist arrivals number was very small, which was about 1% of all 19.5 million Sub-Saharan 

African tourist arrivals. (See Figure 2) 
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Figure 2: International tourist arrivals in Africa in 2006 World Development Bank Indicators 

(Jonathon & Coles, 2009). 
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  In 2006 eastern African region has achieved higher growing momentum (17%) which was even 

more than the growth rate of world tourism average growth. From the eastern African international 

tourists’ arrival, Kenya, Tanzania and Uganda hold the maximum share of the regional market But 

Ethiopia Couldn’t do. Here is the paradigm of all the above three premises, the Geographical 

proximity of North African to Europe and Middle east could not been taken as a major success 

factor as southern African region scored best performance over northern ,eastern, central, western 

African region tourism revenue. Moreover, the  2006 fast growth rate of Eastern African region 

tourism industry ahead of Northern, central, western, and southern African region, could be taken 

as the best logic to show that both proximity and availability of tourism products are not the only 

factors which highly influence the decision of international tourists (Annexes 1,2,2,4).These all 

could support the core objective of this study where other potential factors should be explored in 

respect to  Demands and preferences to the targeted tourist groups.  

1.9  Ethiopian Tourism market Trends  

The information which is shown in Annex-1, could justify that Ethiopia is lagging behind in 

serving Swedish tourists comparing to other four countries. So as to appraise the actual outcomes 

any operation, the performance of each country should be compared and contrasted with others 

and then using this strategy, Ethiopia can get a good opportunity to see the real factors that 

restrained international tourists to visit Ethiopian Tourist sites. 

As it is shown below, the figure issued by world development bank in figure 2 could be confirmed 

by Ethiopian Ministry of culture and Tourism 2006 when they issued the following Statistics, 

(figure-3) 
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Figure 3, International Tourist arrival in Ethiopia (Jonathon & Coles, 2009). 
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1.10 Problem statement  

Ethiopia to the contrary of others four African countries (Egypt, South Africa, Kenya and 

Tanzania), is not strong enough to penetrate the Swedish tourism market. However, as these all 

countries posses their own tourism supplies, Ethiopia also has its own supplies and yet the flow of 

Swedish and others international tourists to Ethiopia is very little. This claim comes out from the 

figure of WTO international tourist’s statistics that is registered with in Ethiopian tourists’ arrival 

for the last fifteen years. It is by much less than other four major African countries as stated in the 

previous figures. Thus, the concern of this thesis is to question why this situation is happening and 

how it is going to be improved in the future Ethiopian Tourism operation. 

1.11        Research questions  

- Why isn’t tourism in Ethiopia more developed? 

- Why Ethiopia isn’t potential destination for Swedish tourists? 

- What should be done to reach on the solution  

- Who are the potential responsible actors to change Ethiopian tourism situation in the 

other way round? 

1.12    Statement of purpose  

  The last fifteen years African tourism history has showed that the number of Swedish arrival has 

insignificant contribution to Ethiopian international Tourists arrivals though Sweden is the main 

tourist source for Egypt, Tanzania, South Africa, and Kenya (WTO, 2007). Accordingly, the 

author aimed at exploring the question called why Ethiopia hasn't been successful in attracting 

Swedish tourists and then to produce few recommendations about what need to be done to change 

such kinds of phenomenon in the future. 

1.13   Scope of the study  

    The scope of this study is confined to Swedish tourists. As it is shown on the World Tourism   

Organization statistics, forty-one percent of African tourist arrivals are come from Europe, from 

this figure, Northern European countries such as  Norway , Finland, Denmark, Sweden , England 

has played a great role in sending many tourists to many African destinations . In spite of their big 

contributions to Africa tourism market, Northern Europe countries tourists (except UK’s) have 

never been registered in Ethiopian potential tourists arrivals statistics. This implies that the 

number of tourists’ arrival from these countries was insignificant and may not be included in the 

column lists of Ethiopian international fifteen years tourist arrivals statistics. However, almost all 

Northern Europe countries tourists have tremendous contribution to the tourist arrival number of 
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Tanzanian, Egyptian, Kenyan and South African tourist arrivals. This experience might be 

described by the recent world tourism organization published in 2007 world. From such situation 

the author is interested to explore the attitudes of Northern European countries tourist, but due to 

the inconvincible time and place of gathering relevant data from each countries, the author tend to 

focus on only Swedish tourists Demands (Please See Table -4). 

              

     Table -4, the major source of tourist from northern European countries (WTO, 2007)   

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Northern 

African 

counties 

North European countries tourist arrivals destinations displayed in the 2007 WTO 

report 

 UK Finland Iceland Ireland Norway Sweden Denmark 

Tanzania X X - X X X X 

Egypt X X X X X X X 

Kenya X X - X X X X 

Ethiopia X - - - - - - 

South Africa X - - X X X X 
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2. CHAPTER TWO 

2.1  Research methodology 

   As it is clearly described in the above discussions, this dissertation is focused on exploring 

Swedish tourist market demand only. In doing so, three parties are planned to be dealt with their 

roles in accelerating the flow of Swedish tourists to five African countries. The three data sources 

which are involved in this research are Swedish tourists who have ample experiences in visiting 

different African Countries, tour companies and Five African Embassies marketing experts (South 

Africa, Kenya, Egypt, Ethiopia and Tanzania). 

2.2 Type of Study 

  The nature of this study is described in a case study through which the author can explore the 

genuine tourism preferences of Swedish tourists towards South African, Kenyan, Egyptian, 

Ethiopian and Tanzanian tourist destinations. 

2.3 Type of Research  

  In this study, both qualitative and quantitative types of research are implemented jointly. Such 

kind of strategy will enable us to get more comprehensive information in the field. Off course, the 

approach of this study is more inclined to qualitative research method since its idea is interrelated 

with tourists’ preferences and attitudes. 

2.4  Data collection method 

The data is collected from primary and secondary source. The primary data includes online survey 

with twenty-five Swedish sample tourists, interview with seven international tour companies who 

have ample experiences with the four African countries tourism (Except Ethiopia) and interview 

with five African countries embassies sited in Stockholm.  Using the above methods, the authors 

collected the information from each groups. There are reason why the researcher has selected 

these three groups .The online survey is executed so as to get the actual demand and preferences 

of Swedish tourists concerning their attitude (Demand) about African tourist destinations 

countries, secondly reaching seven tour companies and five African Embassies have enable the 

author to identify their roles in advertizing and motivating new visitors to let them go and visit 

their home country tourists sites in African. 

2.5   Sample size, 

  The sample size of the Swedish tourist is represented by twenty-five potential tourists.  Though the 

sample size is very small, it could be taken as strategic samples since they have pre experience by 
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being there as a tourist before. The sample is strategically important since it is taken from the 

clients of three tour companies (Pink Caravan , Äventyrsresor AB, Kenzan Tours AB ), which are 

more experienced in African trips than any others tour companies . Apart from these, seven tours 

companies are interviewed and its feedbacks could elaborate the operation of drafting and issuing 

of travel packages which tend to be sold to the potential targeted customers (Swedish Tourists). 

By having such information, the author tried to explore the potential factors which have 

influenced Swedish tourists demand towards African Tourist destinations. At the end, the author 

has interviewed five African Embassies namely Kenyan, Tanzanian, Egyptian, Ethiopian, and 

South African in order to dig out some information on the marketing strategy efforts and tactics 

which usually used to attract as many Swedish tourists as possible to their home land.  

2.6   Delimitation 

   AS the Sample size is  small(Twenty-five), it may lack confidence in declaring the outcomes of 

this survey as a representative for the overall demands of the entire Swedish tourists towards 

these four African countries in General and Ethiopian Tourism offers in particular. But the 

author strongly believed that this work could be taken as a reflection for the actual Swedish 

Tourist demand and encourage for further investigation in exploring the tourism market demand 

of Sweden as well as Scandinavian tourists towards Ethiopian Tourism supply (Offers) 

2.7  Limitation 

  As a matter of time and financial constraints, the author is only confined with a sample of 

twenty-five Swedish tourists, seven tour campiness and five African embassies. On the view of 

the author, having suck kind of little samples may not give in-depth observation unlike big 

sample size could provides us. 

2.8  Type of Sample Model 

The Morrison Alastair M Tourism model is tending to be used in the process of data collection, 

analyzing and interpretation of the overall study of this work (Morrison, 1996). The model 

illustrate that Tourism is an industry incorporating different sectors from both Supply and 

demand sides. In this model three parties are seen to be significantly influential. These are 

Customer (Demand), intermediaries (Transportation) and supplier. And these actors are 

meant to create process in producing new customers as well as new supply .The process of their 

interaction is seen below but before we process to see their interaction, it will be good if we see 

the external influences of each parties and then we going to see their interrelationship and roles 

in the accomplishment of successfully Tourism marketing. Knowing the potential factor of 
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demands is very important as the author should analysis if these factors attributes in the 

Swedish tourist Demand or not. It may not be involved directly in the demand exploration 

process of Swedish Tourists but it could give strong understanding for tourism sector to 

consider the following demand factors while they give their attention on supply side; 

 2.8.1 Customers (Demand)  

Generally speaking, the vacation choice of any tourist (Customer) is influenced by various 

external factors. The culture, time available, the Socio-economic background and 

psychographics are significant factors to influence to influence the tourist decision. 

A. Cultural background 

Models of behavior have suggested that behavior choices are determined by psychological 

factors which are motivation, perception, learning and attitudes. However these are in return 

determined by culture, personality, society, and others external forces. Culture can be defined 

―as a set of beliefs, values, attitudes, habits and forms of behavior that are shared by a society 

and transmitted from generation to generation‖ (Bennet 1982). Cultural values determine which 

behaviors get social approval or disapproval. This gives chance for Social groups to influence 

the behavior and demand of an individual. The cultures of different countries are varying 

greatly. In order to successfully attract people from a particular country, it is necessary to be 

aware of these cultural differences.  Hofstede has analyzed certain work-related values of over 

50 countries cultures. He found that the value patterns dominate in these countries varied along 

with four main dimensions; Individualism vs collectivism, Masculinity vs femininity, Large vs 

small power of distance, Strong vs weak uncertainty avoidance (Hofstede, 1985). 

 

B. The effect of time in Tourism 

The availability of time acts as a major inhibiting factor for travel. The desire and financial 

ability to travel are insufficient factors if one doesn’t have the time to travel. All three should 

be present for travel and tourism to take place. Our time might be sent three ways, which are 

maintenance activities, these activities involve in a certain degree of obligation and that are 

necessary to sustain and maintain life. These includes activities like eating, sleeping, 

maintaining the house caring for the lawn. Time also spent at work, this involves a high degree 

of obligation than maintenance activities. Whereas the third is Leisure (visiting) time it is a 

time left over maintenance and work time. 
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C. Socioeconomic variables and their effect on Tourism, 

Age - The relationship between tourism and ages have two components: the amount of leisure 

time available relative to age and the type and extent of activities undertaken at various age 

levels. It is safe to conclude that the rates of participation in the majority of leisure activities 

decline with age (Robert & Morrison, 2002). 

Income – Income is obviously an important factor in shaping the demand for travel. Not only 

does travel itself entail certain cost but the traveler must pay for services rendered at the 

destination as well as have money to engage in various activities during the trip. So the 

personal disposable income (the amount of income left after paying taxes) will determine the 

pattern of travel in every aspect. So as the level of personal disposable income increase the 

amount of discretionary income for visiting will increase. 

Sex- over all participation of rates in luxury activities do not differ between men and women 

although many women engaged in and women has different preferred activities than men that is 

they are more evolved in cultural activities than outdoor  recreational playing and watch sport . 

This happened since the traditional responsibilities of females related with domestic work and 

child care have led them viewing luxury activities which are task oriented than time oriented , 

social than physical , relational than self-interested (Robert & Morrison, 2002) 

Education - There is strong correlation between education and income, the amount of 

education obtained will most likely determined by the nature of work and luxury time 

activities. Researchers have found that participation in outdoor recreation tends to increase. 

There is also some evidence to suggest that the more educated  people prefer those activities 

that require the development of expressive skill , such as attending plays , concerts , art 

museums, playing tennis and golf reading books, attending adult education classes , 

D. Psychographic background  

Personality of an individual can be described as the summation of the characteristics that make 

the person what he or she is distinguishing from other individuals. And this personality 

determine by personal traits. Often time a person is described as having certain type of 

personality. Personality types consists of characteristics that taken together form a certain kind 

of person it could be seen as Introverted or extroverted.  Introverted tend to be shy and 

reserved. Extroverted are other-oriented looking outside the self and tending to be objective 

rather than subjective. Outdoor recreational activities in general prefer by extrovert people 
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(Plog, 1991). Stanley plog has developed a model in the 1970s that is designed to explain the 

type of destinations chosen by people based upon their psychographic characteristics. 

According to this model, traveler can describe based upon their place on an allocentric/ 

psychographic continuum. Allocentrics prefer traveling independently on destinations that have 

few tourists while psycho centric prefer to vacation with tour groups and travel to well 

developed tourist regions. Allocentrics tend to be slightly wealthier, more adventures, 

extroverted, self confident, travel more time away from home as a child. 

2.8.2 Suppliers (destinations) 

   The tourism supplies consists of the principal assets that the country has to offer to tourists 

combined with the tourist demand from the time that the tourist decides to travel to the visiting 

destination until his/her return back to home .As we have see the man factors of Tourist Demand, 

we should also see the potential success factors of the Tourist Destinations .The most common 

types of tourism supplies are consist of the following items (Dawid, 2002); 

- sun, sea and sand for resort tourism  

- Wildlife for safari tourism, 

- Mountains , lakes , rivers, forests and valleys for nature, scenic and adventure tourism, 

- Cultural assets in the form of the built environment that is  monuments , old cities, a 

living heritage expressed in a distinctive local customs and songs, dance, art , 

handicrafts, and museums that reflect the local cultural heritage . 

The tourism supply is broader than what the country can offer to the visitors since it includes 

transport to and from the country and final destination, hotels and other accommodations, 

restaurants and other types of foods services, tours services. Therefore, the competitiveness of 

the tourism depends on the quality and accessibility of the built assets. Tourists should have got 

access to banking, telecommunication and medical services. Along with the infrastructural 

facilities, physical securities are the vital and essential elements for tourism product. But it 

doesn’t mean that the above issues are the only determinant factors for the success of tourism in 

developing countries; rather there are plenty fundamental factors.  Among these, the most power 

full influential factor is the demand of the tourist at home. If the supplies of tourism are not 

suited in accordance with the preferences of the targeted customers, the tourism supply will not 

have any power to attract any. Thus, it should be clear that both demand of Customers and offers 

of the supplier have to come up in the same point and then we can say there is a success. As of 

the Author speculation, little Swedish tourists’ arrival has been seen in Ethiopia due to the 

following reasons; these are,  
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 Immature  International advertizing engagement, 

 Lack of Sea port,  

 Lack of security confidence on the mind of international community.  

 Lack of experience share with others neighbor African countries, 

 Poor collaboration with international Tour operators which are working in Stockholm, 

 Due to Ethiopian national Language uniqueness as it is completely different from 

Spanish, French, English, and Arabic. 

2.8.3 Intermediaries  

At the third level to create a good bridge between the customer and the supplier, intermediaries 

are needed to be involved. For any Tourism industry the fowling sectors are seen to be 

intermediaries both in the side of customers and Suppliers; 

1. Accommodation, food service and retailing services. Restaurants and food services of 

various types, hotels, resorts, gust houses, bed, breakfasts, farm houses, apartments, 

villas, condominiums, conference center resorts, shops of various types including duty 

free. 

2. Association sector; International, Regional, National and stated trade and travel 

association  

3. Attractions and Event sectors; museums, national parks, wildlife parks, gardens, 

heritage sites, festivals and events. 

4. Convention and Exhibition sectors; Convention and Exhibition centers, e.t.c 

5. Destination marketing sector; National, state, provincial and territorial, regional travel 

or tourism organizations, convention and visitors bureaus, local tourist authorities and 

tourism associations. These have a great role for the success accomplishment process in 

welcoming tourist from outside of the visited place. 

6. Miscellaneous sector; recreational facility operators , providers of traveler checks  and 

insurance, tourism educator, travel writers, publishers of travel guides and books and 

others business that serve travelers needs. 

7. Regulator and coordinating sector. Government agencies and nongovernmental 

organization organizations that regulate and coordinate different aspects of tourism. Eg 

World Tourism organization and International civil Aviation organization. 
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8. Transportation carrier sector; Airlines, shipping lines, ferry services, railways, bus and 

motor coach operators, car rental operators. 

9. Travel trade intermediary sector; Tour operators and wholesalers, rental travel agents, 

convention (meeting planners), corporate travel departments, incentive travel planners 

and consolidators. These entities have also great role in pursuing the new client 

(Tourist) to arrive at destination. 

 

The above illustrations are the general observation on the factors which attribute for the success 

result of a particular Tourism market regardless to the place where to visit and the tourist origin 

.But here after the author tried to stick on the Swedish Tourist and Ethiopian Tourist 

destination. In doing so the author has tried to see the interaction between the Customer, the 

Intermediaries and the Supplier. See the Diagram below, 

Tourism Industry model 
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Tourism industry model as per the idea of Robert Christie and Morrison Alastair M, it divides 

the industry actors in three divisions which are customer (demand), supplier (destination) and 

intermediaries (travel and marketing) and he developed the Demand, Travel, Destination, and 

Marketing tourism industry process. This model can exactlly apply on the Swedish Tourist 

demand exploration with respect to the Ethiopian Tourist Destination.  

 

1. Demand (Customers or Swedish tourists)- it is the great factor which influences the 

market share on the targeted customers market. Here the consumer behavior approach is used 

to describe the travel decision making process. The Swedish tourists mainly decide to Travel to 

Ethiopia for visiting if; 

 they have learned that travelling to Ethiopia destination could satisfy their needs, 

 they perceive that future travel trips will satisfy needs 

 they are able to travel based on their external constraints (including money, time and 

other family and work commitments) 

 

               Needs, motivation and perception, transportation mode, the marketing by tourism organization 

have tremendous effects on the outcomes of the Tourists Demand and their Decision. As it is 

shown in chapter three the major influence on the decision of Swedish tourist comes from the 

intermediaries which are the Tour and travel coordinating companies. These companies have 

been seen taking big role in selecting tourist Destination and Transportation model .Apart from 

that they have great campaign on advertising over Swedish Tourists and this led the tourists to 

visit places which are incorporated in the domain list of the Swedish tour and travel companies. 

 

2. Travel (intermediaries) - it is a description and analysis of major travel segments, travel 

flows, and modes of transportation. As of the tourism models system description the Travel  

stage is recognized when a decision has been made to book a travel trip, who is going to travel 

with, where, when and how to get to the destination. At this stage travel market segments are 

identified, flows of traveler among destinations are described and modes of transportation are 

discussed. When the demand and travel preferences of the tourists are coincide each other, they 

are going to produce another event which is Travel purchase. It is comes out from the 

harmonious interaction between demand of the Tourists and travel mode. 

 

The above two entities interaction could happen in the Swedish tourists and Ethiopian tourism 

Authority. For instance, new Tourist segments in the Sweden market may emerge up on the 

special interest of groups. They may be grouped to visit the historical and cultural heritages of 
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Ethiopian Tourism offer (Demand). While they are traveling with Road mode of Transportation 

(Buses), Ethiopian ministry of Transportation introduced rail way or airplane transport to each 

regional visiting sites (faster than Bus transportation mode) which inspires the tourists to visit 

others new places (Travel). Generally speaking  the idea of travel purchase is tend to express 

the introduction of new advanced transportation facility will positively affect the demand of the 

tourist to book new travel(Trip) with the time saved from new transport introduction. On the 

same manner if the tourist is interested to visit new areas, the tourist host institution will be 

enforced to arrange contingent type of Transport modes. For instance, if the Swedish tourists 

arrive at Addis Ababa to see Ethiopian national museum but after they finish their visiting they 

might be interested to look for the overall landscape of the city being on the sky (Demand). 

Then this service provider should arrange sky fire mode (Travel).                

 

3. Destination (Supplier) - It incorporates planning, developing and controlling Tourism. It is 

a planning, developing and controlling Tourism. During this time, there is an identification of 

the procedures which destination areas follow to set polices, plan, control, develop and provide 

to tourism with an emphasis on sustainable tourism development.  Every destination areas to 

encourage tourism , they must be prepared to handle the inflows and outflows of visitors and to 

deal with the challenge that tourism has the potential of generating both negative and positive 

impacts. Destination (Ethiopia) should have to be taken the following four measures in to 

consideration; establishing 

 A destination mix should be assembled consisting of attractions sites, events, 

facilities, infrastructures, transportation, and hospitality resources, 

  Tourism policies and plans should be developed. The involvement of many 

different tourism organizations on the policy and plan drafting and ratifying 

process, may enable them to serve as many tourists as possible. 

  A legislative and regulatory framework is required to ensure that the tourism 

policy and plan are implemented properly, and that impacts are controlled,  

 Analyses of individual tourism project development opportunities are explained 

here with.  

When Travel and destination are coinciding at same time, they will result with the shape of 

Travel. It is a combination of who is traveling (travel market segments), where, when and how 

they are travelling. The change in travel or Destination may cause each others also. For 

example, if the Ethiopian airlines decide to introduce super jet with 500 plus passenger 

capacities (Travel), tourists’ destination countries like Ethiopia may have to reconfigure their 
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airports and ground handling arrangements (Destination). Again if the destination decides to 

build a modern cruise ship terminal (Destination), this may attract a new flow of Swedish 

visitors using ship transportation the cruise market segment (Travel) though Ethiopia is as 

being deprived of this opportunity as both two sea ports are taken by Eretria. 

4. Marketing (Intermediaries)- it is the tourism processes stage where they can describe the 

process of market segmentation, positioning and the application of product life cycle. 

Marketing success depends to a large extent on effective communications through promotion 

with the selection of the right distribution channels (Travel trade intermediaries Such as tour 

and travel coordinator companies in Sweden), along with different destination marketing 

organizations and trade intermediaries are involved in marketing. It is a strategy, planning, 

promotion, and Distribution process by which destination areas and tourism Business market 

services and facilities to potential customers with an emphasis on the effective use of 

promotion and distribution channels. When harmonies interaction is happened between the 

destinations and marketing, it will result with Tourism product. Again the change in destination 

may cause the change in marketing. Example the staging of a mega – event in Ethiopia 

(Destination) may result in a major shift in the marketing of the destination area (Marketing). If 

one of the travel trade intermediaries such as a tour operator begins to send large group of 

Swedish tourist to Ethiopia (Marketing), this may require the change in the size of 

accommodations, others facilities and services (Product). In the last process of tourism Industry 

model of Morrison Alastair, when the marketing strategy of the tourism sector exactly address 

the demand of the potential tourists the promotion of Travel will takes places.  

A change in marketing approach may cause a change in the Demand. For example, if the air 

line of Ethiopia introduce a free local visiting flight promotion for the first time passengers of 

Swedish tourists (Marketing) ,it may convince more Swedish tourist to reserve their first flight 

with Ethiopian airlines company. On the other hand when these tourists preferred to take 

shorter vacations (Demand), the tourism destinations (suppliers) should began to offer short 

break and weekend getaway packages (Marketing). Thus, as per the tourism Industry model of 

Morrison Alastair, this type of interaction is said to be the creation of promotion of travel. As it 

is clearly prescribed in the above four stages of tourism industry model are interchangeably 

affected each other. The author believed that, Morrison model evaluation should be used to see 

the practical implementation process of Ethiopian tourism sector towards the targeted 

customers segment (Swedish Tourists Demand).  
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3.   CHAPTER THREE 

3.1 Survey feedbacks from Swedish Tourists 

The online survey is conducted on pre experienced Swedish tourists who have been travelling 

to Africa along with the Tours and guide companies of the Pink caravan, Äventyrsresor AB, 

Kenzan Tours AB. Unfortunately, despite the fact that the survey is sent to about One Hundred 

Fifty Swedish tourists, the feedback is collected only from twenty-five participants and its 

analysis result is described below as follows;  

 

    %   No  

 A) 18 - 30   32%   8   

 B) 31 - 40   8%   2   

 C) 41 – 60   48%   12   

 D) above 60   12%   3   

 Total   100%   25   
 

 

 Figure- 4, Age range of the respondents’ Tourists. . 

As it is clearly shown on the above figure -4, the most interested clients to visit African 

Tourists Destinations are come from 41-60 age range and followed by 18-30.This implies that 

the Swedish tourists who are interested in African tourism supply are come from both hot 

Youngsters and adults ( but not too old) citizens.  Apart from this, of all the total number of 

feedbacks obtained, fifteen feedbacks (60%) come from females and the rest ten feedbacks 

(40%) are being replied by male tourists. Accordingly,  though we couldn’t claim that majority 

tourists number who travel to Africa are females, the survey is strong enough  to show  that 

how  these destinations are potential to attract the females tourist as it is shown here with in 

figure 5. 
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    %   No  

 Male   40%   10   

 Female   60%   15   

 Total   100%   25   

 

 

 

 

 

 Figure -5, Gender  

 After the Gender and Age briefing, the author has put one critical question as exactly statedin 

the quotation ―what is your first ranked favorite tour Trips‖ and from this feedback Adventure 

and Safaris took first rank scoring Ten preferences (40) each among the whole Twenty Five 

Tourists. But History & culture only got two preferences (8%) and Luxury and others trips 

holds one preference each (4%) whereas Beach accounts nothing (See Figure 6); 

 

 

    %   No 

 A) Adventure   40%   10   

 B) Beach   0%   0   

 C) Culture and History   8%   2   

 D) Safari   40%   10   

 E) Luxury   4%   1   

 F) Another (Please write 

your fav...  

 4%   1   

 G) ?   4%   1   

 Total   100%   25   
 

 

Figure- 6 , Among all stated below which one is your first ranked favorite tour trips? 

 

Figure six could  show that still there is a question on Swedish Tourist Beach preferences from 

African destinations as it hold zero outcomes of  Hundred percent feedbacks but what is clear 

here is both Adventure and Safire are more prominent demands of Swedish Tourists. 

Concerning the Nature of travel of each Tourist, Eight participants (32%) are interested in 

group trip, three participants (12%) are interested in individual trip but from all feedback 

fourteen participants (56%) are used both individual and group trips interchangeably (see 

Figure 7). 
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    %  No  

 A) Group Trip   32%   8   

 B) Individual Trip   12%   3   

 C) I used both 

conditionally  

 56%   14   

 Total   100%   25   
 

 

 Figure- 7 , what is the nature of trips which you mostly prefer to join in any kind visiting tour? 

 

The other experiences of these tourists are; they used stay at destination at least for 1 to 4 

weeks span of visiting period. But the number of people who are interested to stay for more 

than one month is insignificant. But, the frequency of trips is more than one time in a year. This 

may justified that Sweden is a potential tourists market for Africa if the tourist destinations are 

well prepared to advertise themselves. The reason for such claim is that sixteen respondents 

have confirmed that they have visited to tourist destinations for the last five Years more than 

Five times. This implicitly could justify that that they travelled more than once in each year 

(See Figure 8 below) 

 

    %  NO  

 A) Once   0%   0   

 B) Twice   0%   0   

 C) Three times   12%   3   

 D) Four times   16%   4   

 E) Five times   8%   2   

 F) More than five times   64%   16   

 Total   100%   25   
 

 

Figure- 8 , within the last five years, how frequently you have made holiday trips outside of 

Sweden? 

 

From the survey, the author has tried to find out the criteria’s which is taken in to consideration 

when Swedish tourists decide to travel to African tourist destination countries, especially to the 

five countries which are incorporated in the survey. 

Looking on the preferences of Twenty-Five Swedish tourists towards five African countries 

(Kenya, South Africa, Ethiopia, Egypt and Tanzania), the following feedbacks are collected;  
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Kenya is chosen by seven participants (28 %) since it has the rich availability of Safaris and 

two participants (8%) have chosen it for its Cultural and Historical values, 

 

    %   No  

 A) Safaris   28%   7   

 B) Beach   0%   0   

 C) Adventure   0%   0   

 D) History and Culture   8%   2   

 E) Luxury tours   0%   0   

 F) Safety and Security   0%   0   

 G) Information facilities 

and hos...  

 0%   0   

 H) Cheap cost of 

transportation a...  

 0%   0   

 I) ?   64%   16   

 Total   100%   25   
  

Figure 9, I prefer Kenyan tourist destinations because of it’s…. (Shown above) 

 

But South Africa is selected by three participants (12%) not because of its safaris but due to its 

culture, History and Adventures offers. From the result of the above survey, it is clear that 

South Africa is attracting the Swedish Tourists through Culture tourism than what it does using 

Safire and Beach. However it is difficult to impose such conclusion on the overall interests of 

Swedish Tourists who have travelled there frequently. But still it is the result of the respondents 

despite the others nineteen respondents reply dealt with no feedback (See Figure10 below,) 

 

    %   NO 

 A) Safaris   0%   0   

 B) Beach   0%   0   

 C) Adventure   12%   3   

 D) History and Culture   12%   3   

 E) Luxury tours   0%   0   

 F) Safety and Security   0%   0   

 G) Information facilities 

and hos...  

 0%   0   

 H) Cheap cost of 

transportation a...  

 0%   0   

 I) ?   76%   19   

 Total   100%   25   
  

Figure -10, I prefer South African tourist destinations because of it’s…. (Shown above) 

 

Coming over Tanzanian Tourism supply, it is chosen by 12 Participants (40%) due to safari 

and two persons (8%) by its Beaches supply. Tanzanian tourists destinations are preferred by 

Swedish Tourists than the others four African countries which incorporated in the survey. The 

safaris of Tanzania even by more attractive than Kenya. Moreover, it is being preferred with 
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the availability of Beach where others preferences are not recognized by the demands of the 

survey respondents (see figure 11). 

 

    %   No 

 A) Safaris   40%   10   

 B) Beach   8%   2   

 C) Adventure   0%   0   

 D) History and Culture   0%   0   

 E) Luxury tours   0%   0   

 F) Safety and Security   0%   0   

 G) Information facilities 

and hos...  

 0%   0   

 H) Cheap cost of 

transportation a...  

 0%   0   

 I) ?   52%   13   

 Total   100%   25   
  

Figure -11, I prefer Tanzanian Tourist destinations because of it’s…. (Shown above) 

 

The survey indicated that Ethiopia has got three preferences (12%) due to its History and 

Culture and one person (4%) by safety and security. Accordingly, though Ethiopia has got only 

one person recognition with Safety and Security, its tourist preferences scored on History and 

Culture is equivalent with South African records. 

 

    %   No  

 A) Safaris   0%   0   

 B) Beach   0%   0   

 C) Adventure   0%   0   

 D) History and 
Culture  

 12%   3   

 E) Luxury tours   0%   0   

 F) Safety and 
Security  

 4%   1   

 G) Information 
facilities and hos...  

 0%   0   

 H) Cheap cost of 
transportation a...  

 0%   0   

 I) ?   84%   21   

 Total   100%   25   
  

Figure -12, I prefer Ethiopian tourist destinations because of it’s…. (Shown above) 

 

 Two persons (8%) have chosen Egypt for its Historical and Cultural values and one person 

(4%) preferred the area just simply because of cheap cost of transportation.  
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    %   No 

 A) Safaris   0%   0   

 B) Beach   0%   0   

 C) Adventure   0%   0   

 D) History and Culture   8%   2   

 E) Luxury tours   0%   0   

 F) Safety and Security   0%   0   

 G) Information facilities 

and hos...  

 0%   0   

 H) Cheap cost of 

transportation a...  

 4%   1   

 I) ?   88%   22   

 Total   100%   25   
  

Figure -13, I prefer Egyptian tourist destinations because of it’s…. (Shown above) 

 

The author has tried to explore the special demands of the targeted groups towards Ethiopian 

Tourism in particular and resulted with the following information; In the first instance, of all 

twenty-five respondents, only Eight persons (32%) have already visited Ethiopian Tourism 

sites and have practical experiences but the others respondents have knew Ethiopia with the 

information which they have received from their Tour service provider companies broachers. 

Secondly, the tourists used international Medias and personal internet exploration as a major 

means of Information source. From this it is understood that the role of Swedish tour operators 

is significant. Though eight persons replied that they have been in Ethiopia before, it is not 

happing in each year since the trips accounts their overall trips executed in the last five years. 

 

    %   No  

 Yes   32%   8   

 No   64%   16   

 ?   4%   1   

 Total   100%   25   
 

 

Figure 14. Have you ever been in Ethiopia for visiting? 
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Figure 15. How did you get information about Ethiopian tourism attraction sites? 

 

The survey also proved that majority of Tourists who have been in Ethiopia for visiting are not 

impressed enough to return back for the second trips. This may happen either due to the 

occurrence of little problem as it is prescribed in Figure 17 or it could be due to the tour 

coordinators are not interested enough to arrange trips to Ethiopia so that the tourists might not 

been arrived in Ethiopia as the tour company. Such decision has been taken by tour campiness 

assuming that Ethiopia is not potential for the majority demand of Swedish Tourists since their 

demand inclined to Safire and Adventure, and sometimes Beach supplies. However, these 

supplies are not being recognized as it is available in Ethiopian Tourism supply. 

 

 

    %  No  

 A) Once   28%   7   

 B) Twice   0%   0   

 C) Three times   0%   0   

 D) Four times   0%   0   

 E) Five times   0%   0   

 F) More than five times   8%   2   

 G)?   64%   16   

 Total   100%   25   
 

 

Figure 16, with in the last five years, how many times you have visited Ethiopian Tourism 

sites? 

The information shown above in figure 8 could justify that  though sixteen tourists(64%) have 

travelled to Africa more than  five times within the last five years , only seven tourist(28%) 

have visited  Ethiopia once and then  the number of tourists who have travelled there is less  

 

    %   No 

 A) From international 

media  

 8%   2   

 B) From foreign 

ministry of Swed...  

 0%   0   

 C) From tour 

coordinators package...  

 16%   4   

 D) From tourists’ 

recommendation w...  

 0%   0   

 E) From my own 

personal internet ...  

 8%   2   

 F) Others (Please write 

your feed...  

 4%   1   

 G)?   64%   16   

 Total   100%   25   
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than the number of tourists  travel to others different African destinations. This might be 

resulted from the problems faced by them while they are in visiting. The following figure could 

show that of all number of tourists who have been there personally, almost half of them have 

faced problems. 

 

When the participants are requested to answer what kinds of Ethiopian tourism supply inspired 

them, they jointly replied that they simply visit Ethiopia for culture and History tours. But after 

they arrive there they have seen wittiness for Ethiopian Tourism supply as they were fascinated 

by Culture and history of different tribes, Nature of the wonderful Semin Mountain and the 

safaris in ( Chilad Babun, walia Ibex , Birds and others) ,  the Art and festival of Ethiopian 

Orthodox saint lalibela Rock heawon churches , the presence of Lucy and friendly people to be 

there. Generally speaking, they have been there because of History and Culture but not for 

Safari, Adventure, Luxury and Beach. They were also requested to say something about the 

problems which they have faced during their stay. Accordingly though they appreciate 

Ethiopian tourism with the above specified merits, they have pointed out some problems which 

they encountered during their visit (see figure 17). 

 

    %   NO  

 Yes   20%   5   

 no   16%   4   

 ?   64%   16   

 Total   100%   25   

 

 

Figure 17, have you faced any problem while you are in Ethiopia for visiting? 

 

The problems which are described by tourists mainly focused on the lack of standard road 

facilities where they cannot access the regional tourist sites easily. Three tourists have 

commented that the road is not enjoyable rather it create discomfort. Apart from this, two 

tourists provide their comments on the accessibility of tourist Supplies while they are in a 

journey and one tourist commented on the behavior of the Children following tour cars from 

the back and it is seen as dangerous when the car accidents is taken in to Consideration. In spite 

of these problem almost three persons (more than 50%) of the actual tourist who visited 

Ethiopia ranked Ethiopian Tourism supply with Very Good position (see figure 18). 
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    %   #  

 A) Very poor   0%   0   

 B) poor   4%   1   

 C) Fair   4%   1   

 D) Good   8%   2   

 E) very good   12%   3   

 F) ?   72%   18   

 Total   100%   25   
 

 

Figure 18, How do you rank Ethiopian Tourism sites comparing with other African countries 

Tourism sites? 

 

The author has requested the whole tourists whether they are planning to visit Ethiopia or not, 

from this question, of all twenty-five tourists eighteen replied that they are going not visit 

Ethiopia, but five tourists which is less than the number who has visited Ethiopia before (Eight 

person) confirmed that they will visit Ethiopia in the near future. From this feedback, someone 

can realize that regardless with the new visitors’ decision but also the experienced tourists are 

not motivated to be back for the second tour. This might be attributed by different reasons 

which are written above in Figure 17, 

 

    %  No  

 Yes   20%   5   

 No   72%   18   

 ?   8%   2   

 Total   100%   25   
 

 

 

    Figure 19, Do you have a plan to visit Ethiopia? 

 

The author also tried to compile the feedbacks of these tourists concerning two critical 

questions for those tourists who have never been in Ethiopia before. The first question was, 

‖Though you are not there personally as a tourist, What do you know about Ethiopian tourism 

sites which you may get it from books, magazines newspapers, Medias and others information 

sources?” and the direct feedbacks these tourists are  shown below in the table; 
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No Question Feedbacks  

1 Though you are not there personally as a 

tourist, What do you know about 

Ethiopian tourism sites which you may 

get it from books, magazines 

newspapers, Medias and others 

information sources? 

13 have answered this question 

— The National museum where Lucy is to be 

seen, The rock-hewn churches in Lalibela, Blue 

Nile, Gondar and The Simian mountain 

— I'm sorry to say that I'm almost 

unknowing about Ethiopian tourism. I know 

Ethiopia have a lot of good sportsmen. I've been 

travelling with Ethiopian airlines and have been 

visiting the airport in Addis Ababa. 

— Nothing actually. The only things I have 

heard about Ethiopian are Ethiopian Airlines 

and the capital, Addis Ababa. 

— Not so much 

— Nothing 

— Very little 

— Nothing 

— Source of the Nile, mountains in Lalibela, 

Lucy 

— I use books mainly 

— I knew nothing. 

— I don't know anything about Ethiopian 

tourism 

— Nothing 

— I don´t know much about Ethiopia at all. 

Table 4, The direct feedbacks of thirteen respondents about the question stated in number one. 

 

The feedbacks which are illustrated in table 4 can be taken as a base to argue that many of the 

Swedish Tourists are unaware of Ethiopian Tourism supply. This means they are not treated 

with the right marketing campaign from the supply side. Off course it was not the last question 

to be presented with them but also the author has put one extra open question  which is ―What 

are the reasons which restrained your trip to visit Ethiopian tourists’ sites?‖ and their feedback 

is seen the table below; 
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No Question Feedbacks  

1 What are the reasons which restrained 

your trip to visit Ethiopian tourists’ sites? 

11 have answered this question 

— Better safaris in Tanzania 

— Don't know enough about the country 

— Have never came up 

— Planning others trips mostly domestics and 

European 

— Interesting culture 

— It's a big country and we just had one week. 

— I have been in Ethiopia 1 week! I liked it 

very much! 

— My experience from my first visit. 

— I have not heard a lot of Ethiopian tourist 

site, but more about the domestic problems in 

Ethiopia. 

— No reasons. The trip I did with pink caravan 

started in Kenya and continued down south. 

Maybe I visit Ethiopia when I'm back in Africa. 

Nothing restrains me from visit Ethiopia but I 

haven't heard much about the country and 

maybe that is why I don't plan to visit Ethiopia. 

But hopefully I will travel there someday! 

— The trip that I take with pink caravan 

doesn’t include Ethiopia. 

 

Table 5, The direct feedbacks of thirteen respondents about the question stated in number one. 

 

Looking on table 5, it could be easy to see majority of the tourists travel to Africa are not aware 

of Ethiopian Tourism Destinations. This lack of information is seemed to be seen on the side of 

tourist tour operators or they deliberately jump Ethiopia from their tour round package so that 

the tourist many not get any opportunity. The author become confused with such I don\t know 

reply and strive to interviewee Swedish tour and travel companies so as to check whether such 

information gap is seen with them or not.  
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3.2 Demand of Swedish Tour and guide companies  

   The other data collection method which is used by the Author was conducting comprehensive 

interview with international tour and travel coordinators companies which are sited in 

Stockholm. The interview includes Tema Resor, Jambo Tour, Ticket Private Resor AB, JK 

Safaris, Pink Caravan, Äventyrsresor AB and Kenzan Tours AB. These eight companies are 

specialized in safari, Adventure, culture, history, luxury resort and they have big coverage on 

African tourism. Apart from their world wide trips, they have ample experiences on eastern 

African tourist destination countries. Thus, to enable us see the real factors which attributes to 

their tourist destination countries preferences, it is better to see the following interviews which 

are conducted with the marketing experts of each tour and Guides companies. 

3.2.1 Tema Resor  

        Before the author start the formal interview with Tema’s   marketing expert, some information 

is obtained from the broacher provided by the interviewer as follows; since 1971, Tema has 

been engaged in arranging trips of cultures and natures around the world. Today it offers travels 

to more than forty-five countries. It is also the popular tour guide which is specialized in 

culture and History. Its culture and History specialization had let them to be more popular in 

the region of African Tourist destinations (especially eastern African) countries. The domains 

of African countries which are included by Tema are Botswana, Egypt, Kenya, Morocco, 

Madagascar, South Africa, Tanzania, Tunisia, and Namibia. However, Even though Tema has 

been working for about thirty nine years in Africa tourism market, it had never been Ethiopia. 

During this interview, the marketing and production manager has said that the company is 

specialized on only Culture, History and nature Tourism trip. Obviously, based on their 

marketing survey, they always send their clients towards their African tourist destination 

countries and yet Ethiopia is not among their preference.  

 

        After the researcher has completed the informal discussion with the interviewee and comes out 

with the following feedbacks, The first question forwarded to the expert was ―what are your 

company requirements to select your tourist destinations?‖ and he replied that ―if we saw that 

there are ample resources of tourism in related with History, Natures, cultures, and the presence 

of standard hotel, transportation, communication and security facilities, we usually decide to 

send our clients there‖. The second question was, ―which party is expected to initiate the 

relationship talks between your company and the destination country tourism authority?‖ and 

he replied that, ―Most of the time, we see the tourism resources of each countries during 
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international and regional Bazaars (fairs), so that we will start our professional survey 

whenever we feel that the country has some sort of attractions for our tourists preferences‖.   

The third question was, ―from your speech, I realized that you have  sufficient information  

about Kenyan, Egyptian, Tanzanian, Namibia, Moroccan, Tunisian, South African and 

Botswana tourism scenario, what do you know about Ethiopian tourism?‖  And his reply was 

―yes we have been working for about eleven years on African tourism, But in spite of our 

frequent visiting towards others eastern African tourist destination countries, we didn’t visit 

Ethiopia but personally I have little information about Ethiopian Tourism supply‖ The fourth 

question released by the interviewer was this; ―do you believe that Ethiopia has tourist 

resources?‖  And he said ―I guess Ethiopia is a good place, but I am not sure―. The last and the 

fifth question was ―what is your imaginary picture about Ethiopia in general and its tourism 

sector in particular?‖  And he said that he doesn’t have genuine information about Ethiopian 

Tourism sites but he mentioned little information as Ethiopia is a place where there are ancient 

Christianity practices, festivals, and cultural dances and there was insecurity due to the war of 

Ethiopia against Eretria, Somalia. 

        At the end of the interview, he described that many African tourist destination countries have 

knew Tema as it is a specialized giant culture and nature resor company working in Africa  and 

others regions and what usually happen there is, countries which are outside of their domain are 

expected to provide their tourism offers towards Tema office but Ethiopian Embassy, Airlines, 

Tourism authority are not doing these commitments together with their offices, and he believed 

that  this might be one case which restrained Tema resor to know about Ethiopian supply in 

order to decide in the incorporation of Ethiopia as option (Mats Bigård ,2009). 

3.2.2 JAMBO TOURS  

The main distinct features of Jambo tours is, they usually engaged in long distance tour trip and 

has cover almost about forty five international tourist destinations, of these eleven countries  

are included from African countries , these are south Africa, Tanzania, Kenya, Mauritius, 

Seychelles, Botswana, Reunion, Egypt, Rwanda, and Madagascar. During this interview, the 

author has presented the same kind of  interview questions to Jambo tours marketing manager 

also .But suddenly the interview feedback obtained from the interview is exactly same. Even 

though he has been working  in Tourism related professions for about 25 years and Jambo tours 

has been working for than Forty years experience of African tourism, they do not have accurate 

information about Ethiopian tourism supplies . The only thing that he knows about Ethiopia is 

poverty and war. Besides this, he provided his wittiness claiming that he couldn’t see the active 
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participation of Ethiopian tourism representatives in different international, regional bazaars 

and fairs unlike others African countries did (Lundblandh, 2009). 

3.2.3 Ticket privateresor AB  

Alike Tema resor and Jambo tours, Ticket privateresor AB has great reputation in the African, 

Asian, Northern American, South American and Caribbean, Australian, New Zealand and south 

pacific tours. From Africa, Egypt, Morocco, Kenya, South Africa, Tanzania, Seychelles, 

Zanzibar and Botswana are the main destination of Ticket resor trips. However, although the 

Ticket resor marketing and production manager is aware of the above eight countries tourism 

resources, he doesn’t know about Ethiopian tourism resources offer and its environment. Since, 

he doesn’t have any information about Ethiopian culture, history, Safari national parks, beaches 

and luxury recreational sites hence they don’t included Ethiopia as their potential African 

tourist Destination.  

At the end of our informal interview, the author have asked him that ―why don’t you try to 

explore information as you did on your others African tourist destination countries?‖ he replied 

that  ―yes, you are right, but the thing is, there are others tours companies (Tema resor and 

Jambo)  which are more specialized on African tours  than us . We believe that they have 

genuine and updated information about each African tourist destinations practically, thus, by 

the information which we received from these companies, we usually set our trip schedule. 

Therefore, we don’t need to be market penetrator rather; we prefer to join a place where it is 

proofed to be the best area of tourist recreation destination‖ (Botos, 2009). This led them to be 

passive to explore new destinations. 

3.2.4 JK Safari 

Although JK Safaris is established recently in 2007, it has got good reputation in coordinating 

international tourists to eastern African destination. The unique feature of this company is that 

it is only specialized on Libya from Northern African Countries and others African countries 

which are located below sub-Saharan countries but no to others places. From the above reality, 

someone could guess that the company may have more experience on the overall tourism 

scenario of below Sub Saharan African countries. Its destinations domain includes only 

fourteen African countries such as, Libya, Uganda, Kenya, Rwanda, Tanzania, Seychellerna, 

Mauritius, Reunion, Zimbabwe, South Africa, Botswana, Namibia, Zambia and Gabon. While 

the researcher was doing his interview with JK safaris marketing manager, he asked him about 

their company specialization and he replied that they are doing all kinds of trips but they are 

more specialized on nature and safari where Eastern African countries might have preferred 
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supply for Swedish in most case. Unlike the above tours marketers, he has better knowledge 

about Ethiopian Tourism sites. He and his colloquies know that Ethiopian tourism products are 

rich in history and Culture but not much in safari comparing with Tanzania, Kenya and others. 

But he believed that since many Scandinavians countries (including Sweden) in their first trip, 

they preferred to travel for nature and safaris (wildlife) appreciation where he believed that 

Ethiopia has little assets on nature and wildlife. As he stated repeatedly, such tourists usually 

looking for Cultural and historical trips in their second  round African Journeys but Ethiopian 

Embassy and Airline did little effort in dealing with their office and updating  information  

about every situations  supplies, safety and security. The reason why he thought this is the main 

reason for Ethiopian failure is that, it is due to they have regular discussion with other eastern 

African countries Embassies, Airlines and local tours Agents (wallin, 2009). 

3.2.5 Pink Caravan  

The Pink caravan Tours Company is established in 1969. It initially work on Adventure tour 

but now a days it also serve its clients in all kinds of tours to almost more than sixty-nine 

different destinations across the world. This company has fourteen Tour Buses sited in African 

Tourists Destinations operating on Safari, Adventure and Beach tours in east and South Africa. 

Their most unique merit is they are very cheap in the market and even become popular outside 

of Swedish Tourists as they use this bus as full service of transportation and accommodation. 

The tourists are supposed to sleep with in the available buses. The reason why, the author is 

mentioning this companies operation is, it is to show how they are stable in African Tourism  

and have all such facilities in each potential African Tourists destinations. They mostly take 

their clients to Tanzania (including Zanzibar) Kenya, and South Africa since they believe that 

these countries have a combined tourist offer (Safire and Beach)  and occasionally they visit 

others destinations such as Uganda and Ruanda for Safire. They rarely send very little tourists 

to Ethiopia in about four or five years Interval.  The main reasons to visit Ethiopia is the 

Historical and Cultural activities and Arts of Ethiopian Orthodox Churches, Semen Mountains, 

Gonder Fasileds and others events. The main point to be answered here is that if this company 

knew that there is cultural and historical tourism values in Ethiopia, why they are not include 

Ethiopia as their regular African tour destination as they did in Kenya, Tanzania, South Africa, 

Uganda and Ruanda.  

 

The reason for not including Ethiopia is, first of all they don’t believe Ethiopia as a destination 

of Safari and beaches, and if at all they realized that it has historical and Cultural assets, they 
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are not confident enough to market them. Because cultural and historical arts are not prioritized 

by Swedish tourists demand and they usually combine Ethiopia with Kenya and Tanzania as a 

round trip. So that the tourists might be scheduled to visit those countries Safire & Beach for 

about four to five weeks and used come over to Ethiopian tourist sites for only one week but it 

is not practical now. The reason for not including Ethiopia currently, there is no demand from 

tourist as they are not advertizing Ethiopian Tourism unlike others destination and they didn’t 

get any reaction from Ethiopian Tourism authority to work on advertizing jointly. Even, these 

companies are using Ethiopian Airline as a transit for money African flights but it doesn’t 

engaged in sailing and advertizing the overall Ethiopian Tourism sites and value. The director 

and manager of this company have strongly criticized both Ethiopian Airlines and Ethiopian 

Embassy in Sweden for not taking stapes in sailing and advertizing all sites together with 

popular international Swedish Tour operators (Eriksson, 2010). 

3.2.6 Kenzan Tours AB  

It has been established in 2005 operating on twenty eight destinations across Africa, Indian 

Ocean and South America. The major African destinations to be visited by this company are 

Tanzania, Kenya, and South African. It is specialized in Adventure (including) Safaris .The 

Company doesn’t have any sufficient genuine information about Ethiopian Tourism supply. 

Due to this  reason except arranging flights for those tourists who demanded to be there 

personally, they don’t engaged in exploring new market for Ethiopian tourism supply unlike 

they are doing for others African  Destination countries. Off course they usually send about 15 

to 20 tourists yearly to Ethiopia but this is not initiated by their company rather it come from 

Tourists themselves initiative . The Big issue which was marked by the expert was, as any tour 

operators, the companies usually serve their customer demand when they are requested to 

arrange travel outside of the company’s destinations such as Ethiopia.  But the main reason 

why they don’t engaged in fully with Ethiopian Tourism is; they don’t have information about 

Ethiopian Tourism supply.  

 

These problems have restrained them from going to Ethiopia. The same criticism is sent to 

Ethiopian Authority, airlines and Ethiopian Embassy in Sweden. Kenazan Tours AB believe 

that the Ethiopian Airline Popularity is by much sufficient to advertize and work marketing to 

gather with such tour companies but unfortunately it hasn’t happen so far. These Ideas also 

confirmed by Depute manger of Ethiopian Airlines offices in Stockholm. As per the interview 

conducted with the office official, they have reason out that they have no mission in advertizing 
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and sailing Ethiopian Tourism than travelling. It was taken as the main reason for many 

Swedish tourists coordinators, though they use Ethiopian Airlines as a transit, they are very 

rarely to stay little in Ethiopia  after or before their main visiting Tours. But Kenazan Tours AB 

believe that it was possible to let the travelled Swedish tourist visit Ethiopia if it exhaustively 

advertized to them by Ethiopian Tourism Authority along with Ethiopian Airlines and the 

Ethiopian Embassy sited in Stockholm as the total average of Tourist Transportation cost is 

almost similar with what the tourists have paid for the total Journey as they must arrive in 

Ethiopia as Transit (Aki, 2010). 

3.2.7 Äventyrsresor AB  

It is established in 1983 operating on ecotourism across the whole continents. They have 

thirteen African destinations where Äventyrsresor usually send huge number of Swedish 

Tourists. But Ethiopian is not included with this range. In the interview ,  the expert has 

advocated that Äventyrsresor has knew little  information about Ethiopian Tourism supplies 

and he has mentioned few comments as Ethiopian tourism sector is very weak in Safari and 

Beach and even the historical and cultural sites of Ethiopia are troubled to be seen by Tourists 

due to Security problem (War) . However this expert has never been there personally except 

arriving in Addis Ababa for Transit. That is why despite his claims about Ethiopian Tourism; 

they failed to know about the real information. This company has tremendous contribution in 

sending Swedish Tourists to Africa but Ethiopia is worthy full from such operation. At the end, 

the expert has proposed some suggestions for Ethiopian Tourism sector as the Ethiopian 

Tourism Authority should advertise it tourism sites to Swedish Tourists by inviting all Tours 

operators sited in Stockholm using different international Medias. Apart from this the Ethiopian 

Airlines could have great contribution to the tourism sector if they are committed to work 

jointly with Ethiopian Tourism authority and Tour Operators which are site in Sweden (Peter, 

2010). 

3.3 Interview Feedbacks from five African Embassies  

       As it is shown in the above interviews outcomes almost all exert from seven Tour companies 

has criticized the collaboration of both Ethiopian Embassy and Airline authorities sited in 

Stockholm. Thus the author has contacted survey on five embassies to get their cooperation in 

welcoming the short interview focusing on their roles in exploring Swedish tourists demand in 

tourism market in Sweden. The Embassies which have been included in the interview are South 

African, Kenyan, Ethiopian, Tanzanian and Egyptian. The overall roles illustration of these 

Embassies to their home land is described in the following paragraphs; 
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3.3.1  South African  

South African has a well established diplomatic relationship with the Scandinavian countries 

opening its embassies in Sweden, Denmark, Finland and Norway. Apart from these embassies 

are also assigned to look for tourist market where they do not have independent embassies at a 

moment such as Iceland, Lutania, Latvia and Estonia. South African Embassy was established 

in Sweden in 1994. It is very recent since it established its office in Sweden than others African 

Embassy namely Tanzania, Egypt, Kenya and Ethiopia. But its strong economical relationship 

with Sweden and Scandinavian countries has inspired huge number of Swedish and 

Scandinavians to invest in different South African investment sectors including Tourism. This 

development provides reputation for South Africa and gets trusts by international community to 

be seen as a best African tourist destination incorporating all types of Tourism supplies. 

Moreover, South African Embassies have created strong allies with international Tour and 

travel agents who set their office in Sweden they have regular discussion with seven big Tour 

companies in Stockholm. Apart from this, South Africa is a member of International tourism 

Association having a permanent seat for International fairs. These and others reasons have 

leaded South Africa to be the prominent Swedish tourist’s destination (Tielman N.Furter, 

2009). 

3.3.2  Ethiopian  

Ethiopia is among the first African countries, which established its diplomatic relationship with 

Sweden since 1963. Due to this historical linkage, currently there is Ethio-sweden community 

association in Sweden; however, even though Ethiopia is the first country to establish its 

embassy in Sweden, the Ethiopian embassy has no any direct regular discussion with any tour 

and travel companies which are working with others African countries and horizontal 

experience share with others successful African destination. ―Off course our Embassy is trying 

to solve such problems through disseminating the broachers in bazaars but the patient to pursue 

persistent advertizing campaign is lacked by the embassy as the embassy hasn’t received any 

delegated team from Ethiopian Tourism Authority to work on it unlike other East African 

destinations do‖ (Mengesha, 2009). 

3.3.3 Tanzanian, 

  Tanzanian Embassy is established in 1964, and it is one of the largest Countries in Africa lying 

in east coast of Africa. Alike Ethiopia, even though it is established earlier than others, its 

embassy expansion is confined in Sweden alone. However, they are working in  tourism jointly  

with the Kenyan, South African and others sub Saharan countries Embassies officials, it creates 
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good opportunity to Tanzania to welcome many Scandinavians tourists from the round trip 

tourist journey of Kenya, South Africa and others. Moreover Tanzania uses international 

Medias to advocate about their Tourism Supply as it is done properly in South Africa, morocco, 

Kenya, and Egypt (P.Msekwa, 2009). 

3.3.4 Kenyan  

Kenyan embassy is established in Sweden by 1970. Even though Kenya has only one Embassy 

in Scandinavian countries, it is the most preferred Swedish tourist destinations than others 

eastern African countries. Why? Because Kenya is well known in attending every fair which 

are executed Sweden and others Scandinavian countries, they are jointly working with Eight 

Stockholm international tours and travel coordinators companies, they are working jointly with 

South Africa Embassy from southern African countries and Ruanda, Tanzania, Uganda, 

Burundi from eastern African countries. These all opportunities have provided good stand for 

Kenyan tourism sector sharing experiences and tourists comes to African for long period of trip 

(Andambi, 2009). 

3.3.5 Egyptian  

Egyptian Embassy is established in Sweden by1937. Based on the interview conducted with 

Egyptian embassy Consular, Egypt has opened its embassies in Finland, Norway, Denmark and 

Sweden. The embassy is not working in tourism market exploration since there is an Egyptian 

tourism ministry delegated office which is responsible to take care of the overall Egyptian 

tourism sector in Sweden. The presence of this office has played a great role in advertizing the 

tourism products of Egypt. At the end of the interview, the author has asked one question, 

―which type of tourism inspired the Swedish and others tourist to travel to Egypt‖ and he 

replied that the most wanted tourism supply by Swedish is the beach since there is opposite 

weather condition between Egypt and Sweden; while it is very cold (winter) in Sweden, the 

tourist preferred to enjoy the Egyptian red sea beaches and secondly the presence of many Golf 

game compounds. The historical and cultural visiting however are taken as a second preference 

in the eyes of Swedish tourists in particular and Scandinavian tourists in general (Nabil, 2009).  
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4. CHAPTER FOUR 

4.1 Conclusion 

As of the scenario of this thesis investigation, it is quite sufficient to disclose the conclusion 

and answer of the question stated in the research proposal. It is wise to see the last outcomes of 

this study through the Tourism model application of Robert, Christie and Morrison, Alastair 

idea. Due to the operation of tourism market will not be outside of the Demand, Travel, 

destination and marketing factors and the author tried to look the Ethiopian Tourism market 

share on Swedish tourism demand as it shown below as follows; The Demand of Swedish 

Tourist towards Ethiopian Tourism Supplies; in this regards as it is clearly prescribed in the 

above survey figures the majority of Swedish demand is inclined to Adventure, Safire and 

Beaches. Accordingly, both the Tour operator and tourist are well aware of Kenya, Tanzania 

and South Africa are popular to serve such facilities. On the other hand very few tour operators 

and tourists know that Ethiopia also is potential country for History and cultural trips, but they 

are not interested to be there as they thought that this place is being deprived of beaches and 

Safari. Swedish tourists need the adventure trips combined with Beaches and others. Many of 

the Swedish tourists (almost more than eighty percent) involved in the survey and tour 

coordinators are unaware of what Ethiopia has possessed in tourism sector.  

 

Accordingly generalized that Ethiopia has only Historical and Cultural tourism offers and this 

not been seen as the demand of the majority of Swedish Tourists. Even when there are few old 

well educated Swedish tourists who are fascinated to get there for history and culture trips, 

either they are discouraged by tour operator since they are not ready to arrange group tours to 

Ethiopia or by wrong information claiming that there are no beaches excitement in Ethiopia. 

Thus crossing all these barriers only few (very insignificant) tourists are interested to visit 

Ethiopia. Thus, from the overall investigation both the Swedish Tours coordinators and 

Tourists have no accurate information about Ethiopian Tourism offers so that they couldn’t 

have any demand for Ethiopian destinations. This implies that Ethiopia do not have demand 

from Swedish tourist as the real preferences of these people is different from what they thought 

Ethiopian can offer to them. This end up on curtaining the flows number of Swedish Tourists to 

visit Ethiopian tourism offers. 

The above outcomes of Ethiopian Tourism is aggravated by different entities; the first 

responsible entity is the Ethiopian Tourism Minister for not working marketing campaign on 

tourists unlike others four African countries are doing in Sweden, the second entities are both 
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Ethiopian airlines and its Embassy in Sweden for not having relationships with different 

international tour campiness and African Embassies. From this point of view from the whole 

tours companies’ interviewed by the author, no one had direct dialog with Ethiopian 

Authorities(Ethiopian Embassy in Sweden and Ethiopian Airlines in Sweden) to work on 

information updating and marketing campaign on Ethiopian Tourism assets.  

The very surprised issue here is , Many of the Tour operators( almost the seven tours which 

interview by the author) are the customer of Ethiopian air lines  to  get flight tickets to Kenya, 

Tanzania, and others eastern and western and south African countries as the airlines is getting 

reputation for its highly quality service. But the airlines couldn’t try to inspire those transited 

Swedish and others countries tourists to get there in Ethiopia at least for one or two weeks 

though the total transportation cost is indifferent whether they visit Ethiopia or not. In spite of 

their own role to explore new tourist destinations, the tour operators usually prefer not to send 

the tourists to a place which they already know. These all attributes for absence of demand 

from tourists as they have not got right information from nobody to take in their mind produce 

a demand for Ethiopian Tourism offers. At the end but not least the past historical events of 

War and famine in Ethiopia still put pressure on the image of the countries in the perception of 

international community. This has been proofed when the author executed an online survey to 

the international school student at BTH University (see Annex 7) 

4.2 Recommendations 

For the first and the most the solution for Ethiopian tourism Ministry is to execute 

comprehensive campaign on tourism market introducing what Ethiopian possessed. This could 

be implemented in two ways that is short term solution and long term solution. In the short term 

solution, the Ethiopian Embassy and airlines office here in Sweden should work together with 

the Swedish Tour and travel coordinators who have great power in convincing tourists about 

tourist destinations supply attraction. Along with this, they should execute compressive tourism 

shows in different Sweden central cities. Moreover, the Ethiopian airlines marketing office in 

Sweden should work on tourism advertizing along with its flights marketing strategies. After 

saying this, in the long run, the Ethiopian Tourism authority should establish its permanent 

delegation which will find market and negotiate with Swedish tour operators, tourists, and 

share others African  Embassies experiences. Besides this, Ethiopian Tourism authority should 

work on exploring the actual demands of the targeted tourists and strive to full the supply side 

of Ethiopian Tourism site in related to the customer references.      
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5.   Annex 1, Ethiopian International Tourist Arrivals at frontiers (By nationality)  

year 1995 2000 2004 2005 2006 Market share  Growth rate % Average 

per year 

(%)  

2000-

2006 

2000 2006 05/04 06/05  

total 103,336 135,954 184,079 227,398 290, 458 100 100 23.5 27.7 13.5 

From Africa  30,595 48,796 65,744 85,501 89,923 35.9 31.0 30.1 5.2 10.7 

Kenya 6893 3437 7217 9277 8690 2.5 3.0 28.5 -6.3 16.7 

Sudan 5035 4723 3787 5343 6233 3.5 2.1 41.1 16.7 4.7 

Djibouti 5004 14512 14627 4179 4650 10.7 1.6 -71.4 11.3 -17.3 

Others African  13663 26124 40113 66702 70350 19.2 24.2 66.3 5.5 18.0 

From other 

Region  

64792 68256 116934 139958 196408 50.2 67.6 19.7 40.3 19.3 

US 7545 11318 28112 32282 43610 8.3 15 14.8 35.1 25.2 

UK 5994 7074 10627 11254 16076 5.2 5.5 5.9 42.8 14.7 

Saudi Arabia  3484 1967 9778 5382 8463 1.4 2.9 -45 57.2 27.5 

Italy 6820 4395 7696 7983 8386 3.2 2.9 3.7 5.0 11.4 

India  2172 3480 4641 7125 7975 2.6 2.7 53.3 11.9 14.8 

Germany 4753 4665 6256 6731 7428 3.4 2.6 7.6 10.4 8.1 

Canada  3306 2597 5169 8396 7349 1.9 2.5 62.4 -12.5 18.9 

France  3266 5856 4501 5899 6649 4.3 2.3 31.1 12.7 2.1 

Yemen  2923 3897 2975 3102 4724 2.9 1.6 4.3 52.3 3.3 

Netherlands 2274 2717 3227 4387 4659 2.0 1.6 35.9 6.2 9.4 

Switzerland 3245 1663 1854 1962 2646 1.2 0.9 5.8 34.9 8.0 

Japan 2168 1193 1658 1708 2402 0.9 0.8 3.0 40.6 12.4 

Russian 

Federation  

3513 385 682 654 969 0.3 0.3 -4.1 48.2 16.6 

Others Americas  2892 364 614 702 10,394 0.3 3.6 14.3 1380.6 74.8 

Other Middle 

east  

2893 2741 7865 13678 17369 2.0 6.0 73.9 27.0 36.0 

Other Asia 1757 5758 8167 10480 17656 4.2 6.1 28.3 68.5 20.5 

Other Europe  5787 8186 13112 18233 29653 6.0 10.2 39.1 62.6 23.9 
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6.     Annex 2, Kenyan International Tourist Arrivals at frontiers (By nationality) 

year 1995 2000 2003 2004 2-005 Market share  Growth rate % Average 

per year 

(%)  

2000-

2005 

2000 2005 04/03 05/04 

Total 973,600 1,036,628 1,146,099 - - 100 - - - - 

From Africa 

total   

188170 282458 311819 - - 27.2 - - - - 

Tanzanian   116,574 128695 - - 11.2 - - - - 

Uganda  72803 80373 - - 7.0 - - - - 

Zambia   9532 10557 - - 0.9 - - - - 

Others African   83519 92194 - - 8.1 - - - - 

From other 

Regions  

497890 754170 833933 - - 72.8 - - - - 

Germany  108700 163168 180156 - - 15.7 - - - - 

UK 105640 158574 177339 - - 15.3 - - - - 

US  45310 68014 75086 - - 6.6 - - - - 

Italy 37060 55631 61428 - - 5.4 - - - - 

France  33220 49866 55057 - - 8.8 - - - - 

Switzerland 27160 40769 45013 - - 3.9 - - - - 

Sweden 23890 35860 39593 - - 3.5 - - - - 

India  - 24889 27479 - - 2.4 - - - - 

Austria  13850 20789 22954 - - 2.0 - - - - 

Canada  12920 19393 21410 - - 1.9 - - - - 

Netherlands 12,380 18583 20518 - - 1.8 - - - - 

Japan 10650 15986 17651 - - 1.5 - - - - 

Spain   7040 10567 11667 - - 1.0 - - - - 

Denmark   6320 9486 10474 - - 0.9 - - - - 

Israeli    8564 8451 - - 0.8 - - - - 

Finland  4740 7114 7855 - - 0.7 - - - - 

Belgium   4480 6723 7424 - - 0.6 - - - - 

Australia  3160 4744 5237 - - 0.5 - - - - 

New Zeeland   2600 3902 4308 - - 0.4 - - - - 

Ireland  - 3782 4176  - 0.4 - - - - 

Norway  1360 2042 2254 - - 0.2 - - - - 
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     (WTO, 2009) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Greece - 1530 1689 - - 0.1 - - - - 

Portugal  - 584 647 - - 0.1 - - - - 

Brazil  120 180 199 - - 0.0 - - - - 

Mexico 40 59 64 - - 0.0 - - - - 

Other 

interregional  

37250 23371 25804 - - 2.3 - - - - 
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7.     Annex 3, Moroccan International Tourist Arrivals at frontiers (By nationality), 

year 1995 2000 2004 2005 2006 Market share  Growth rate % Average 

per year 

(%)  

2000-

2006 

2000 2006 05/04 06/05 

Total 2601641 4278120 5476712 5843360 6558269 100 100 6.7 12.2 7.4 

From Africa  66258 88689 123070 143855 165307 2.1 2.5 16.9 14.9 10.9 

Algeria  13178 20251 29744 37298 43691 0.5 0.7 25.4 17.1 13.7 

Tunisia  27689 26495 23904 25709 27443 0.6 0.4 7.6 6.7 0.6 

Mauritania  4326 5886 18895 20889 23902 0.1 0..4 10.6 14.4 26.3 

Senegal   5355 7775 16208 20922 21122 0.2 0.3 29.1 1.0 18.1 

Guinea  2755 5926 11218 10175 8954 0.1 0.1 -9.3 -12.0 7.1 

Cote devoir 1568 1969 4121 5982 7606 0 0.1 45.2 27.1 25.3 

Mali 3893 6745 4679 5603 6865 0.1 0.1 19.7 22.5 1.9 

South 

Africa  

1586 3072 2233 3093 4472 0.1 0.1 38.5 44.6 6.5 

Gabon  1302 1203 1266 1955 2978 0 0 54.4 52.3 16.3 

Niger 799 1887 1496 2161 2868 0 0 44.5 32.7 7.2 

Congo 107 1350 1747 2288 2679 0 0 31 17.1 12.1 

Other intra 

regional  

3700 6730 7559 7780 12727 0.2 0.2 2.9 63.6 11.2 

From others 

Region  

1455696 2230277 2577109 2897930 3377795 52.1 51.5 12.4 16.6 7.2 

France  421890 813865 1167088 1337204 1481610 19 22.6 14.6 10.8 10.5 

Spain  199133 232245 317119 367811 467956 5.4 7.1 16.0 27.2 12.4 

UK 128913 137247 150398 193565 265536 3.2 4.0 28.7 37.2 11.6 

Germany 161748 211039 141210 144200 151396 4.9 2.3 2.1 5 -5.4 

Belgium  44102 79918 105821 125890 149531 1.9 2.3 19.0 18.8 11.0 

Italy 101212 142426 112807 120955 140923 3.3 2.1 7.2 16.5 -0.2 

US 80168 121068 76889 82980 93646 2.8 1.4 7.9 12.9 -4.2 

Netherlands  44615 59436 73190 80090 92201 1.4 1.4 9.4 15.1 7.6 

Switzerland  25586 44556 41758 46508 45901 1.0 0.7 11.4 -1.3 0.5 

Canada  24725 34320 31321 36825 44493 0.8 0.7 17.6 20.8 4.4 

Portugal 16472 31320 38951 36980 43876 0.7 0.7 -5.1 18.6 5.8 
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     (WTO, 2007) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Saudi 

Arabia  

26957 31749 31478 36406 36983 0.7 0.6 15.7 1.6 2.6 

Sweden  12000 29725 26723 26638 27305 0.7 0.4 -0.3 2.5 -1.4 

Poland 5535 8628 8913 10632 20571 0.2 0.3 19.3 93.5 15.6 

Ireland 6803 10943 18112 13202 18706 0.3 0.3 -27.1 41.7 9.3 

Japan 17206 23643 15723 17044 18255 0.6 0.3 8.4 7.1 -4.2 

Australia  4505 11636 12544 12327 17732 0.3 0.3 -1.7 43.8  7.3 

Turkey 3031 4616 7900 12161 14574 0.1 0.2 53.9 19.8 21.1 

Egypt 4290 9427 9890 11553 14246 0.2 0.2 16.8 23.3 7.1 

Austria  12489 23297 13561 14634 13930 0.5 0.2 7.9 -4.8 -8.2 

Libya  11369 11357 9426 9653 12128 0.3 0.2 2.4 25.6 1.1 

Russia 4915 8089 11318 8670 11975 0.2 0.2 -23.4 38.1 6.8 

Denmark 7669 14619 15143 12115 11559 0.3 0.2 -20.0 -4.6 -3.8 

Korea 199 3247 6002 6680 10165 0.1 0.2 11.3 52.2 20.9 

Norway 6258 21826 13988 10585 9552 0.5 0.1 -24.3 -9.8 -12.9 

Other 

interregional 

83906 110053 119836 122622 163045 2.6 2.5 2.3 33 6.8 
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8. Annex 4, South African International Tourist Arrivals at frontiers (By nationality), 

year 1995 2000 2004 2005 2006 Market share  Growth rate % Average 

per year 

(%)  

2000-

2006 

2000 2006 05/04 06/05 

Total 4684046 6000538 6815202 7518320 8508806 100 100 10.3 13.2 6.0 

From Africa  3449460 4309893 4,720,457 5463441 6320636 71.8 74.3 15.7 15.7 6.6 

Lesotho 1097351 1559422 1479802 1668826 1919889 26.0 22.6 12.8 15.0 3.5 

Swaziland  664863 742621 852636 911990 993030 12.4 11.7 7.0 8.9 5.0 

Zimbabwe 729971 477380 558093 783100 989614 8.0 11.6 40.3 26.4 12.9 

Mozambique  192987 491526 405579 648526 926496 8.2 10.2 59.9 41.9 11.1 

Botswana 363890 563365 806820 798455 765705 9.4 9.0 -1.0 -4.1 2.2 

Namibia 213063 206022 226525 220045 225020 3.4 2.6 -2.9 2.3 1.5 

Zambia  48323 75882 122512 128390 160,984 1.3 1.9 4.8 25.4 13.4 

Malawi  45040 70732 89743 107258 124914 1.2 1.5 19.5 16.5 9.9 

Nigeria 4758 13451 24627 30248 36635 0.2 0.4 22.8 21.1 18.2 

Angola 17865 28281 29058 28515 29005 0.5 0.3 -1.9 1.7 0.4 

Kenya 12854 14646 20825 22389 24209 0.2 0.3 7.5 8.1 8.7 

Congo 9575 2437 11391 16079 21421 0.0 0.3 41.2 33.2 43.7 

Mauritius 8855 12042 14009 14103 14233 0.2 0.2 0.7 0.9 2.8 

Tanzania 4347 7529 11399 11995  13369 0.1 0.2 5.2 11.5 10.0 

Uganda 4430 6294 10314 10237 11208 0.1 0.1 -0.7 9.5 10.1 

Ghana 4191 6193 8887 8970 10926 0.1 0.1 0.9 21.8 9.9 

Other 

Intraregional   

27097 32070 48237 54315 53978 05 0.6 12.6 -0.6 9.1 

From others 

regions  

1104675 1566747 1932554 1992580 2143265 26.1 25.2 3.1 7.6 5.4 

United kingdom  252437 358072 463176 476627 494955 6.0 5.8 2.9 3.8 5.5 

Germany 172502 215011 249564 253471 263225 3.6 3.1 1.6 3.8 3.4 

US 108688 181632 213322 238934 259674 3.0 3.1 12.0 8.7 6.1 

Netherlands  48197 93091 122271 117855 126327 1.6 

 

1.5 -3.6 7.2 5.2 

France  55907 92750 11636 103674 108713 1.5 1.3 -7.1 4.9 2.7 

Australia  47950 57191 76712 78233 90419 1.0 1.1 2.0 15.6 7.9 

Italy 28222 38979 51059 52172 54214 0.6 0.6 2.2 3.9 5.7 
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(WTO, 2009) 

                                           

 

  

Canada  21825 28717 38214 41827 49963 0.5 0.6 9.5 19.5 9.7 

India 16450 27810 36069 39906 49674 0.5 0.6 10.6 24.5 10.2 

Switzerland  31018 33938 37319 39591 41853 0.6 0.5 6.1 5.7 3.6 

Belgium  21976 41550 38036 39385 40959 0.7 0.5 3.5 4.0 -0.2 

China - 19722 45934 41704 40327 0.3 0.5 -9.2 -3.3 12.7 

Sweden 16849 21072 32987 36408 40106 0.4 0.5 10.4 10.2 11.3 

Ireland 11616 19753 38437 36799 38692 0.3 0.5 -4.3 5.1 11.9 

Japan 17293 24104 24469 28861 33500 0.4 0.4 17.9 16.1 5.6 

Spain 6935 18234 23638 27587 31659 0.3 0.4 16.7 14.8 9.6 

Brazil 12036 17659 21562 24090 30424 0.3 0.4 11.7 26.3 9.5 

Portugal  11825 25013 29421 30277 28978 0.4 0.3 2.9 -4.3 2.5 

Denmark  9445 15189 20684 21450 25324 0.3 0.3 3.7 18.1 8.9 

Austria  17485 22137 20808 20935 22052 0.4 0.3 0.6 5.3 -0.1 

Norway  6631 10839 18959 20636 21508 0.2 0.3 8.8 4.2 12.1 

New eland  12585 13035 16562 18039 18547 0.2 0.2 8.9 2.8 6.1 

Korea  3797 9081 13935 15391 17405 0.2 0.2 10.4 13.1 11.5 

Israeli  13374 14161 15877 15864 15634 0.2 0.2 -0.1 -1.4 1.7 

Taiwan 35142 15825 16753 13579 15591 0.3 0.2 -18.9 14.4 -0.2 

Other 

interregional  

124490 152182 155150 159285 183542 2.5 2.2 2.7 15.2 3.2 
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9.  Annex 5, spatial patterns of international arrivals 

1995
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10. Annex 6, spatial patterns of international arrivals, 2005 
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11. Annex 7 what do you know about Ethiopia? 

 

    %  no  

 A) It is known by 
Poverty and Fam...  

 34.6%   28   

 B) It is known by its 
War and ins...  

 7.41%   6   

 C) It is Land of 
Tourist paradise  

 4.94%   4   

 D) It is the origin of 
coffee pla...  

 7.41%   6   

 E) It is the origin of 
mankind (p...  

 4.94%   4   

 F) It is known by its 
first rank ...  

 0%   0   

 G) It is known by its 
first rank ...  

 7.41%   6   

 H) It is known by its 
ancient Chr...  

 4.94%   4   

 I) It is known by its 
unique Nati...  

 0%   0   

 J) It is the sole 
African country...  

 6.17%   5   

 K) I don’t have any 
information a...  

 17.3%   14   

 L) ?   4.94%   4   

 Total   100%   81   
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